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The journey of our walnut tree started in 1979. We had moved from Miller Rd. East in Danby, NY to
611 Jeanette Rd., Endicott. In walking the fields around our old apartment in Danby, I spotted a 7 foot
walnut tree. I dug it up, brought it home and planted it in our front yard. Fast forward 40 years and it
had grown to over 60 feet tall. Several years earlier it was trimmed away from the power lines and
our neighbor’s driveway. Its last year living, it dropped over 2,000 walnuts. Its stain had ruined our
roof and over the years, killed several trees we planted on the other side of our front yard. I had
envisioned an eagle carving if it was to be cut down. We saved the larger pieces and took them to
George Capwell, Sugar Mountain Woods and Glass, Brackney, PA. George sawed the wood and kilned
dried it. Then from an original design from the 1700’s, built two spindle back chairs. The smaller one
was from the original design and he expanded the design to accommodate larger people which didn’t
exist back then, and that is the larger one. After the tree was cut, we let it sit a year and then
commissioned Eduard Atayan from Lansing, NY to carve the eagle. Eduard, originally from Armenia
with a history of carving, has done some incredible work, even doing detailed relief carving for St.
Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City. You will note that walnut has a light and dark wood; the lighter
being the outer layer. Eduard was able to incorporate the colors wonderfully into the carving. George
Capwell used all dark walnut in making the chairs. We are happy that this tree will live on in its
current forms. Several of its nuts are growing on other parts of our property now, thanks to our
friendly squirrels.



The last Fall Season of 
the walnut when it 
dropped 2,000 walnuts.



Spring of 2019 and 
ready to be cut 
down.



Woodland Tree 
Services cutting the 
tree down. It was a 
shame to see it go, 
but knowing what it 
could become was 
uplifting.





The bigger logs were 
used for making the 
chairs.









Phyllis with the 
envisionment of what 
would become the eagle.



After much searching, we 
were able to find Eduard 
Atayan . Eduard drove 
down to examine 
whether this would 
become a commission he 
would except. As you can 
see he did. Scaffolding 
provided by Sunstream
Corporation.



One of the pieces 
Eduard was taking to 
a client.



The rough form starts to 
take shape.



Eduard works the two 
tone grain into the 
symmetry of the 
carving.





The beauty begins to 
show.





As the cutting goes 
deeper the dark grain 
begins to come out.











The first coat of a protective 
sealer is applied.





Eduard carved the street 
address into the trunk.



Eduard with his masterpiece. 

Check out his website at 
www.atayanwoodcarving
.com



The chairs, 
by George 
Capwell, in 
our 
sunroom. 
George’s 
contact is  
607 768-
3877



From nut to approximately 
45 years later. The eagle and 
chairs.



A closer look at the detail of 
the work.



The End


